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Motivation and overview

This proposal aims to move towards an alternative fully-validating imple-
mentation for network robustness, expanding on the work that I did on
zcash-sprout-verifier, which is a pure-Rust implementation of zk-SNARK
verification for proofs on the Zcash blockchain.

Eventually, a complete and fully-validating alternative implementation
would be useful for network robustness: supposing some strange imple-
mentation error is found in the Zcash reference client, having alternative
implementations that do not have this error would help keep the network
running if the error was to be exploited, and would help detection of any
error in the case where the network stays up but the main chain was
determined to be invalid by the alternative implementation.

In addition, using Rust, a memory-safe language, improves security by com-
pletely eliminating particular types of implementation error.

After receiving feedback, in order to limit the scope of this particular pro-
posal, I have elected to implement Zcash-specific validation of JoinSplits
and Payment Disclosures in Rust as a plugin for the existing C++ client.
This includes implementing ancillary data structures such as the incremen-
tal merkle tree, and the nullifier set. This work can be expanded in future
as part of implementing the more low-level aspects of a full client in Rust.

Technical approach

• Implement optimisations for zcash-sprout-verifier. The current version
uses a naive implementation for easy comparison with the basic algo-
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rithm, but various optimisations (e.g. pre-computation) are used in
libsnark which can be re-implemented in Rust.

• Implement the BN-254 curve in pairing to take advantage of the new
API and performance improvements. The current version of zcash-
sprout-verifier uses bn, which is out-of-date compared to the new API
and improvements in pairing. This includes porting all tests over from
bn. Note that pairing is the library which is likely to be used for the
next version of Zcash (Sapling), and so porting BN-254 is going to be
helpful for Sapling.

• Implement additional Zcash-specific validation code in Rust. This
would include implementing the incremental merkle tree and nullifier
set. Ideally, the validation aspects of the Zcash protocol should be han-
dled in Rust where possible, with Bitcoin-derived validation (UTXO
references etc.) remaining in C++ in order to limit the scope of the
work.

• Validation of Payment Disclosures. This is contingent on the ZIP
being finalised and accepted, but ideally a convenient API should be
exposed for implementing z_validatepaymentdisclosure in Rust.

Background and qualifications

MA (Cantab) CompSci, Univ. of Cambridge, contributor to various open-
source projects including Apache CouchDB and D3.js.

I’ve been following Zcash since its inception and have made some minor
contributions so far:

• zcash-sprout-verifier - verifier for Zcash zk-SNARK proofs in Rust.
• zcash-vanity - vanity z-addr generator in Rust and OpenCL.

Evaluation plan

Milestones should reflect the points in the technical approach:

• Optimisations implemented for zcash-sprout-verifier along with bench-
marks to demonstrate improvements.

• Porting of BN-254 curve to pairing along with all test from bn.
• Validation of JoinSplits.
• Validation of Payment Disclosures.
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Security considerations

In order to minimise errors, tests should be added to zcash-sprout-verifier to
test various scenarios, including cases where points at infinity might occur.

Care should also be taken to test and handle panics at the FFI boundary
appropriately when interfacing the Rust library with the C++ client.

Schedule

• Optimisations for zcash-sprout-verifier: end of November 2017.
• Porting of BN-254 curve to pairing: end of December 2017.
• Validation of JoinSplits & Payment Disclosures (assuming the latter

is finalised): end of January 2018.

Budget and justification

I estimate around $15k would be sufficient to support the development work.

Note that I have submitted a separate proposal for implementing an XCAT
web tool, but I do not anticipate this will impact the above schedule much
if both are accepted.
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